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This payment is what fixes the status of a woman s
children all those she bears while the briclewealth
is with her lineage are reckoned as the children of
the man on 'whose behalf it was paid even if he is
dead and she is living with another partner In
i niatnbneal society the making ot gifts is part of
the marriage procedure but they are of slight
economic value in comparison with bndewealth
JPhe difference is con elated with tne difference m
whpt the husband acquires by the man i age in
both ca^es he gams the right to his wife s domestic
services and sexual fidelity but where brideweolth
is paid he can also count her children as his des
cendants and call on their labour when he needs it
In societies where most roleb are aicnbed b> the
fact of birth marriage is the most important field
m which there 11 freedom of choice Bit the
choice is commonly exercised not by the couple but
by their lineage seniors "who are more concerned
with alliances between lineages thin with the
personal feelings of the pair Polygamy or the
simultaneous marriage of a man to more than one
woman is permitted m lineage based societies
indeed it is the ideal though only a minonti of
men attain it One reason why it is valued is that
it enables a man who has the re&ources neces»arj
for successive bndewealth payments to build up
a network of alliances
Authority Systems
Every society has some arrangements for the
maintenance ot order m the sense that force may
be used against those who infringe legitimate
rights In every society theft adultery ana
homicide are treated as offences Where no indi
\ idual has authority to punish these on behalf of
the community i>elf help is the approved course
Lineage membership is significant here a man
who is wronged will go with his kin to seel, re
dress (for a theft or adultery) or vengeance (foi
the homicide of a kinsman) Vengeance can be
bought off by the payment of compensation
but because the taking of life is a serious mattei
in the most turbulent of societies there must aKo
be a solemn reconcihation with a sacrifice to the
ancestral spirits between the hneages of killer and
victim The recognition of an appropriate
method of dealing with injuries has been debcubed
as the rule of law in its simplest form
Within a lineage the senior man is expected to
settle quarrels and the ancestral spirits are be
heved to punish with sickness juniors who do not
listen to him "When quarrels break out between
members of different hneages their elders may
meet and seek a solution "Where there is no
hereditary authority individuals may attain posit
ions of leadership ha virtue of then- powers of
mediation by persuasion
In addition to the maintenance of rights most
societies require at some tune arrangements foi
the organisation of collective activities It is
possible for there to be no ascribed role of organ
iser m such a cose leadership is a matter of com
petition Competitive leadership m economic
activities is characteristic particularly of the very
small societies of New Guinea What is needed
here is not only powers of persuasion but resources
to reward the participants ihe very import tut
principle to be discussed later that every gift
ought at some time to be returned is the basis of
their position A man who can put others m his
debt can call upon their labour It may take a
long time to build up the necessary resources for
acknowledged leadership and leadership may be
lost to a rival and is not necessarily passed to an
heir
Responsibility both for law and order and for
collective activities may be shared on recognised
principles among the whole adult male population
This is done where society is organised on the basis
of age a system widely found to east and west
Africa In such a system all adult men pass
through a series of stages at each of which appro
pnate tasks are allotted to them In its simplest
form, the division is made Into warriors and
elders This principle may be complicated hi
various ways but the essence of it is that men in
their prime are responsible for activities requiring
physical strength Impetuosity and courage
while their elders have the task of mediating m
disputes discussing public affairs and performing
sacrifices to the ancestors Men in the warrior
 trade aie the fighting force and may also have
the police functions of summoning disputants and
witnesses before the elders and seising property
from a man who haj been adjudred to pay com
pensalion ?nd does not do so \oluntai ly Some
times specific public works are allotted to them
such ab rounding up straj cattle or clearing weeds
fiom patha or springs It is also possible ior
commumts responsibilities to be shared in more
complicated wa s as for example among the "i "ko
of Nigeria where the adherents of particular lull
feious cults are believed to call on the spirit v,hich
they worship to punish person^ guilty of particular
offences
Where theie are heieditarv chiefs both public
works ana the m"inten nice of law md Older are
the respoii ibihty ot the chief und his suboidmate
officials lesouroes are accumulated lor public
purposes bj the collection o" tribute and Uboi i
is obtainpd for public woiks by the recognition of
the principle tint persons in authority can claim
the laboui of those subject to them Expectations
are attached to the role of chief ps to any other
Chiefs aie expected to dispense justice fairly to
be geneious to the poor to reward loyalty and to
be successful in war and thej aie reminded of
these expectations in the course of the elaborate
rituals pel formed at their accession The pros
penty of the whole 1 ind is commonlj held to be
bound up with the health of the chief and the
favouiable attitude towaids him of supernatmal
beings He may be obliged to obey vll kinds of
ritual restrictions to this end for example it was
believed of the ruler of Ruanda m east Africa
that he must not bend his knee lest the coxiutry
be conquered Chiefs are eithei themselves re
sponsiblp for the performance of ritual on behalf
of the whole populace or must maintain priests to
do this
Social anthropologists have recently turned
their attention to the process of competition foi the
commanding roles which any society offers
Some would claim to have discarded the idea of
structure altogether in favoui of that of process
j et the structure must be taken into account as the
set of rules m accordance with which the game is
played There are societies wheie it is the rale
that on the death of a chief his pons must fight for
the succession to test who is the strongest and has
the largest following There are others where the
rule of succession may seem to be clear and yet
there can always be dispute as to who fits it best
Sometimes people pursue the struggle for power
b> accusing their rivals of witchcraft sometimes
by massing their followers behind them in a show
of strength before which their adversaries retire
the first is the method of the Nclembn m western
/ambia the second that of the Pathans in the
Swat Valley m Pakistan Such confrontations
occur at moments of crisis but the piocess of
building up supnort is going on all the time The
study of these processes is amon,, the most inter
esting new developments in social anthropology
Economic Systems
In societies wheie money provides a common
standard for measuring the relative value of
different kinds of goods people who exchange
goods can make very exact calculations ot profit
and loss It is often assumed that where there is
no such common medium ot exchange people do
not make any economic calculations and dispose
of their property in ways that are the reverse of
businesslike The principal reison why this
assumption is made is the great importance
attached in societies of simple technology to the
making of gifts The essential difference between
a gift and a commercial exchange is that no return
is stipulated In the commercial world goods are
sold services hired at a price and anyone who
fads to pay has broken a contract and is liable to
be punished The obligation to return a gift is a
moral one Moreover to compete in the giving
of gifts seems at first sight the very opposite of
competition hi the acquisition of wealth But In
most societies people who have a surplus of wealth
like to have a reputation for generosity only m
the affluent world of machine production people
feel the need to have many more material posses
sions before they begin to fhinfr m terms of surplus
The exchange of gifts plays a particularly large
part m the societies of Melanesia where men

